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Abstract 
A method allowing an analysis of the suborbits of permutation groups with conjugacy 
complete stabilizers is derived and applied to the special case of the linear group PSL(2,p) 
acting on cosets of A,. 
1. Group-theoretic tools 
Vertex-transitive graphs, that is graphs whose automorphism group is transitive on 
vertices, have recently received much attention. Some motivation for this interest 
springs out of the intriguing problem on the existence of Hamilton paths in connected 
vertex-transitive graphs (see [4]). All vertex-transitive graphs are generated via the 
following standard construction. 
Let a group G act by right multiplication on the set X of the right cosets of 
a subgroup H of G. Let ?Y#Z be a union of suborbits of G associated with this 
action and let 2 be the corresponding binary relation on I/ defined by HxB? Hy if and 
only if there exists g GIG such that Hxg = H and Hyg@Y. If vY” is self-paired then the 
graph with vertex-set X and arc-set B is undirected and of course vertex-transitive. 
We present here a few simple group-theoretic tools which can be used to analyze the 
suborbits of transitive permutation groups with certain particular stabilizers. These 
results are then applied to compute the suborbits of the group PSL(2,p) acting on 
cosets of A,. For p- 3, 5(mod 8) this action is primitive [3] giving rise to vertex- 
transitive graphs with a primitive automorphism group. 
Let G be a group, A be a subgroup of G and J& be the set of all right cosets of A in G. 
A coset Ax is said to bejxed by a subgroup H of A if AxH = Ax. It is exactlyjxed by 
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H if it is fixed by H and AxK = Ax implies K g H for all K c A. A subgroup H of A is 
said to be a stabilizer for a suborbit 9’ of the action of G on & if there is a coset Ax in 
Y exactly fixed by H. A subgroup H of A is said to be A-conjugacy complete if any 
subgroup of A isomorphic to H is a conjugate of H in A. The group A is said to be 
conjugacy complete if all of its subgroups are conjugacy complete. Note that if Y has 
an A-conjugacy complete stabilizer H then H is a stabilizer for any suborbit F with 
a stabilizer isomorphic to H. 
When counting the number of suborbits with a given size the following simple 
group-theoretic results prove to be useful. 
Lemma 1.1. Let H be A-conjugacy complete. The number of cosets of A fixed by H is 
equal to [No(H): NA(H)]. 
Proof. Let Ax be a coset fixed by H. Clearly XHX- ’ s A. The number of conjugates of 
H in A is equal to [A: N,.,(H)]. Since H is A-conjugacy complete, the total number of 
elements in G taking H into one of its conjugates in A is equal to [A : N,+(H)] 1 No(H 
But each coset of A fixed by H contains 1 Al such elements. It follows that the number 
of cosets fixed by H is [No(H): NA(H)]. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let H # A be A-conjugacy complete and NG(H)~ A. If a stabilizer of 
a suborbit of G in LQZ contains H, then this suborbit is the trivial suborbit {A}. 
Lemma 1.3. Let H be a stabilizer for a suborbit Y and K be an H-conjugacy complete 
subgroup of H. Then the number of cosets in Yjixed by K is equal to [NA(K): NH(K)]. 
Proof. Let Ax, Ay ~9 be fixed by K. Clearly y = xa for some a EA. Now AxaK = Axa if 
and only if aKa_’ c H. Since K is H-conjugacy complete, the latter is satisfied by 
INa( [H:Nn(K)] elements of A. Since Axa=Axa’ if and only if a’~Ha, the 
assertion follows. 0 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 together imply the following result. 
Lemma 1.4. Let pi, i= 1, . . . , k be all those suborbits having a stabilizer containing H. 
For each i=l, . . . , k let Hi be the respective stabilizer, H be Hi-conjugacy complete and 
Ni be the normalizer of H in Hi. Then 
CNG(H):NA(H)I= $ CNa(H):Nil 
i=l 
The next lemma provides a useful criterion for self-pairedness of suborbits of 
G on d. 
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Lemma 1.5. Let 9 be a suborbit of G on & with a stabilizer H. Let AXGY bejxed by 
H and QX consist of all those elements of Ax whose squares belong to A. The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) Y is self-paired, 
(ii) QX is non-empty, 
(iii) QX is a right coset of H. 
Proof. The implication (ii)=+-(i) is self-evident. To prove that (i)*(ii), let z be an 
arbitrary element of Ax. Observe that 
zbz -’ EA if and only if b EH. (1) 
Now the fact that Y is self-paired implies that AZ- ’ = Aza for some UEA. Hence 
zaz EA. Therefore, in view of(l), zbaz = zbz - ‘zaz EA if and only if b EH, and so we have 
that ZCZEA if and only if c EH~. Let y = az. Then clearly yHy E A. In particular, y2 EA 
and so YEQ,. 
Finally a general element of Ax takes the form ay, aEA. Of course, ay~Q, if and only 
if (a~)~cA which is equivalent to yay~A. But since ~‘EA we thus have that ayEQ, if 
and only if yay - ’ EA which, by (l), is equivalent to a EH. Thus QX = Hy, completing the 
proof. 0 
Lemma 1.6. Let G be a group, HE A be subgroups of G such that H is 
A-conjugacy complete. Zf No(H) is dihedral and NA(H) is not contained in the cyclic 
subgroup of index 2 in No(H), then every suborbit 9’ with H as its stabilizer is 
self-paired. 
Proof. Let AXES be such that AxH =Ax. Since H is A-conjugacy complete we must 
have axE No(H) for some UEA. Let C be the cyclic subgroup of index 2 in No(H) and 
choose bENA(H)\C. Then either ax or bax does not belong to C and is therefore an 
involution. By Lemma 1.5, Y is self-paired. 0 
2. PSL(2,p) acting on coset of A, 
We may now consider the primitive action of the group PSL(2, p) on cosets of A,. 
As mentioned earlier, we must have p z 3,5(mod 8). 
Theorem 2.1. The action of G= PSL(2, p) on the set d of right cosets of A== A, 
gives rise to nontrivial suborbits of lengths 4, 6 and 12. All suborbits of length 6 
are self-paired, which is not the case for suborbits of lengths 4 and 12. The number 
of suborbits of each type is given in Table 1, where the class of p modulo 24 labels each 
row. 
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Table 1 
Suborbits of PSL(2,p) acting on A, 
Length 1 4 6 12 4 self-paired 12 self-paired 
I P-2 P-5 +51p+130 
3 8 288 
1 P-2 P-3 p’-51p+94 
3 8 288 
1 P-4 P-5 p3--5lp+l94 
3 8 288 
1 P-4 P-3 p3-51p+l58 
3 8 288 
P+l 
6 
P+l 
6 
u+5 
6 
P--l 
6 
p2-6p+5 
24 
p2-Q-8 
24 
p=-6p+5 
24 
p’---8p+7 
24 
Proof. Note that A, is conjugacy complete. Of course, stabilizers of G on ~2 are to be 
found among the subgroups of A. Now the fact that A4 is the normalizer of Zz in 
G (see [2]) excludes Z,’ as a stabilizer, in view of Lemma 1.2. Thus there are no 
suborbits of length 3. 
Therefore the possible stabilizers are A, Z,, Z2 and 1. In order to apply the above 
lemmas, we need to know their normalizers in A and G respectively. These are given 
below. 
NR(Zz)=Z$ and NA(ZJ)=Z3, (2) 
p = 5,13 (mod 24), 
P+l, p- 11,19(mod24), 
p E 13,19 (mod 24) 
P+l, p=5,ll(mod24). 
In view of Lemma 1.5 to analyze the self-pairedness of the suborbits of G on -c4, we 
need to compute the cardinality of the set Q= { LEG: ~‘EA}. Only the identity, 
involutions, elements of order 3 and possibly elements of order 6 in G may be 
contained in Q. Of course, all involutions in G belong to Q. But involutions are 
precisely the elements of the form 
a b 
[ 1 C -a ’ 
where a’+bc=-1 and thus a total of p(p+1)/2 if p=5,13(mod24) and p(p-1)/2 if 
p- 11,19(mod24). As for elements of order 3 and 6, the set Q contains all elements 
of order 3 and 6 in N,(Z,) for any Z3 GA. In view of (3) there are 16 elements 
of order 3 and 6 in N,(H) if p E 11,13 (mod 24) and there are 8 such elements 
if p=5,19(mod24) since there are no elements of order 6 in the latter case. 
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Hence 
i 
pz+p+18, p=5(mod24), 
p2-;+34 
p E 11 (mod 24) 
IQI= 2 ' 
p2+!+34, p=13(mod24), 
(5) 
p2-;+ 1s 
2 ’ 
p- 19(mod 24). 
A repeated use of Lemma 1.4 starting from the top of the poset of subgroups of 
A without Zz - giving us the obvious fact that there is only one suborbit of size 
1 - and going down along all the chains of this poset gives us the number of suborbits 
of each length. We may do this because in this poset every group is a conjugacy 
complete subgroup of any of its supergroups. The numbers of self-paired suborbits of 
each length are then computed with the use of Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6. 
To illustrate the idea we analyze the case p s 19(mod 24). Let us first count the 
suborbits of length 4. In order to do this, let H = Z, in Lemma 1.4. The only chain 
containing H is A>,H. If m is the number of suborbits of length 4 then, in view of 
the fact that there is only one suborbit of length 1, Lemma 1.4 implies that 
(p- 1)/3 = 1 +m giving us the third entry in row 19 of Table 1. Now let H =Z, in 
Lemma 1.4. As above, if n is the number of suborbits of size 6 then Lemma 1.4 implies 
(p + 1)/4 = 1 + 2n giving us the fourth entry in row 19 of Table 1. The computation of 
the fifth entry in row 19 is then straightforward. 
As for the self-pairedness, Lemma 1.6 clearly implies that suborbits of length 6 are 
self-paired. The computation of suborbits of length 4 is a little trickier. Let Y be such 
a suborbit and H a corresponding stabilizer of order 3. In view of the fact that H is 
A-conjugacy complete we may choose a coset in Y to be of the form Ax where 
XEN~ (H). The self-pairedness of Y then implies that Ax-’ = Axy for some y in the 
Sylow 2-subgroup of A. We then have xyxeA. Moreover, since Ax-’ is stabilized by 
x2Hzc2 and Axy is stabilized by yHy, it follows that yx2~NG(H) and so xyxeN,(H) 
and therefore xyx EH. If y # 1 then x belongs to the cyclic subgroup C of index 2 in 
N,(H). But then y EC which is impossible. Hence y = 1 and so x2 EH. This is certainly 
satisfied if and only if x is an involution in N,(H) outside C giving rise to (p - 1)/6 
self-paired suborbits or x$H belongs to a subgroup of order 6 in NG(H). The latter 
however only exists for p- 11,13(mod 24), contributing to another self-paired sub- 
orbit of length 4 in that case. In our case we therefore have a total of (p- 1)/6 
self-paired suborbits of length 4 justifying the sixth entry in row 19. 
We now turn our attention to suborbits of size 12. In view of Lemma 1.5 we can 
deduce that every self-paired suborbit contains 12 elements of Q. Also, a suborbit 
which is not self-paired contains no such elements. Thus IQ1/12 is the number of 
self-paired suborbits of G. Letting s be the number of self-paired suborbits of length 
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12, the results of the preceding two paragraphs imply that IQ//12 =s+(p- 3)/8 + 
(p- 1)/6+ 1. Applying (5) we obtain the last entry in row 19 of Table 1. 17 
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